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WHY LEPTON COLLIDER?

 General advantages of a lepton machine over hadron colliders:

 Known initial state; 

 Final state can be reconstructed from the first principles;

 Free of QCD background;

 Comparable mass reach for EW and strong states -access to EW and 

the light final states (i.e. LSP, light superpartners, etc.) 
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CLIC COLLABORATION

 Over 80 institutes from more than 30 countries 

 For more information: clic-study.web.cern.ch
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 CLICdp Collaboration – Physics and detector studies http://clicdp.web.cern.ch

 Vinca Belgrade is in charge for 6 measurements in the Higgs sector

clic-study.web.cern.ch
clic-study.web.cern.ch
clic-study.web.cern.ch
http://clicdp.web.cern.ch/
http://clicdp.web.cern.ch/


CLIC ACCELERATOR DESIGN

 Based on 2-beam acceleration scheme

 Operated at room temperature

 Gradient: 100 MV/m

 Energy: a few hundred GeV - 3 TeV

 Length: 50 km (for 3 TeV)

 Luminosity: few 1034 cm-2s-1
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6 10 ns (100 ns for calorimeters) time-

stamping to reduce hadronic pile-up from

BS BS hadrons 

CLIC BEAM STRUCTURE
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ENERGY STAGED IMPLEMENTATION

 Stage 1: 350 / 380 GeV, 500 fb-1

 Precision SM Higgs (couplings,

mass,  width, invisible decays) + top physics

 Stage 2: 1.4 TeV, 1.5 ab-1

 BSM physics

 top-Yukawa coupling

 rare Higgs processes and decays

 Stage 3: 3 TeV, 2 ab-1

 Best BSM sensitivity

 rare Higgs processes and decays

 double Higgs production – Higgs self-coupling

(each stage corresponds to 5 - 6 years)

7The strategy can be adapted to possible LHC discoveries.
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CLIC would be implemented in several energy stages.
Stages are optimized to physics and technical considerations to optimize cost and maximize Higgs and 

BSM physics reach.
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DETECTOR MODELS

So far,  physics studies are based on the CLIC_SiD and CLIC_ILD detector concepts.

CLIC_SiDCLIC_ILD
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NEW CLIC DETECTOR MODEL

(CLICDET_2015)
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CLIC DETECTOR REQUIREMENTS

 VTX: light - <0.2% X0 per layer, small cell sizes needed for

pattern recognition/background rejection and to cope with

occypancies

 Impact parameter resolution 𝜎𝑅𝜙 ~ 5 ⊕ 15 / (𝑝[GeV]sin3/2𝜃)[μm]

(efficient b and c jet tagging)

 CENTRAL TRACKER: Track momentum resolution

 CALORIMETRY: robust (1+7.5 i)), compact (small Moliere

radius)

 PFA: Very good jet-energy resolution to distinguish W/Z di-jet

decays (σE / E ~ 3.5 % for jet energies in the range 100 GeV -

1TeV (5 % down to 50 GeV)

 READOUT: light, radiation hard, fast – 10 ns time-stamping

(20BX)
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Detector performance requirements come from the physics program.
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HIGGS PRODUCTION AT CLIC

11

CLIC is a Higgs factory!

WW-fusion ZZ-fusionHiggsstrahlung
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Double Higgs production
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HIGGS PRODUCTION AT CLIC

12

Top Yukawa 

coupling

Trilinear self      

coupling

Quartic coupling

, double-Higgs production 
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Htt

yt=4.4% global fit 

(-80%, @ 1.4 

TeV), (HL-LHC: 

7-10) %

mt=80/30 MeV

12

0.002  70 TeV reach

HL-LHC

2 ab-11.5 ab-1



HIGGSSTRAHLUNG AT √S = 350 GEV

 Identify HZ events from only the Z recoil mass: model independent 
measurement of gHZZ

 very clean for Z→μμ, ee decays: 2% uncertainty on gHZZ

 also possible for hadronic Z decays with minimal bias: 0.9% uncertainty 
on gHZZ

 Combined uncertainty 0.8% on model independent measurement of gHZZ

 Limits all other measurements in the model-independent fit 13
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Only possible at particle-antiparticle machines 
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HIGGS WIDTH

 Once gHZZ is known, gHWW can be determined from HZ and WW-fusion 

Higgs production and consequently ГH:

 Measure gHZZ from Higgsstrahlung

 Determine gHWW from the ratio of the Higgsstrahlung to the WW-fusion cross 

sections in i.e. 

 Determine ΓH from

 In a model-independent fit ΓH can be determined with an ultimate relative 

precision of 3.6%
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HIGGS MEASUREMENTS AT √S > 1 TEV

 Increasing cross-section for Higgs production in WW
fusion provides statistics for precision measurements

 Access to the rare Higgs decays like H→μ+μ, H→Zγ,
H→ γ γ

 Access to different hadronic final states (b, c
separation)

 Precision Higgs mass measurements ΔmH=32 MeV in
the channel

15

Vector Boson Fusion

Double Higgs production

 Sensitive to Higgs tri-linear self-coupling - direct

probe of the Higgs potential and the quartic coupling

gHHWW

 Quartic coupling gHHWW: ∼3 %

 Self-coupling λ: about 10 % (HL-LHC 50 %)
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bb

BR~10-4 can be accessed

Impact of  √s and polarization on cross-section measurements
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HIGGS TO EW BOSONS COUPLINGS AT CLIC

16
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In brief

 Sensitive observable: BR

 Achievable statistical precision: sub-percent

 Physics relevance: Probe the Higgs structure 

(i.e. compositeness causes percent level 

deviations in Higgs to EW couplings)
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HIGGS TO EW BOSONS COUPLINGS AT

CLIC

 gHZZ is known from Higgsstrahlung and it 

is main measurement at CLIC, because it 

limits statistical precision of other 

measurements in the model-independent 

fit.
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GENERAL STRATEGY OF THE ANALYSES

 If leptons are present in final states 
signatures

 Jet reconstruction

 b-tagging applied to 2-jets to remove 
Hbb bkg.

 To reduce large x-section background

 MVA approach to deal with more 
signal-like background 

 Extract (xBR) uncertainty from the 
number of bkg and signal events: 

 Likelihood fit  of the Higgs mass to 
extract (xBR) 

Lepton Isolation

Fast Jet

Lcfi Vertexing

Preselection

MVA selection      

Relative statistical 

uncertainty of   BR
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HIGGS TO ZZ DECAY AT 1.4 TEV

 L=1.5 ab-1

 Signature: Emiss plus(4-jet or 2-
jet+2l)

 BR(HZZ* 4 jets)1.4%

 BR(HZZ* 2 jets + 2l)0.4%

 ~ 5200 4-jet events

 ~ 1500 (2-jet + 2l) events

 4-jet events: B/S104

 (2-jet+2l) events: B/S105

qqqqeee 

qqqq

qqllee 

qqνeγ

qqeeγ

qq

qqllγγ

qqlνee 
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qqqqνee 

 WW fusion gives irreducible background

 Processes with large cross-section like  

and  can be reduced by requiring high 

pT jets.  small signal efficiency

qqqqγγ

qqqqeee 

4-jet signal 3.45[fb] 2-jet + 2l signal

0.995[fb]     

Common background [fb]

4009.50

1245.10

788.00

136.94

115.30         

71.70 

25.60    

24.70             

4-jet signal 

specific background[fb] 

2-jet + 2l

specific background[fb]

30212.00 76782.80

2891.00   29873.50  

338.50  16898.80 

13829.70

4309.70

2725.80 
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 Main aim of the preselection is to reduce 

large x-sec bacgrounds. HZZ*4jets, preselection ff(S)=30% 

HZZ*4jets

110GeVm45GeV Z 

65GeVmZ' 

3.5logy 34 

3.0logy 23 

600GeVE100GeV vis 

80GeVpT

jet 

0.95P jet1

b 

0.95P jet2

b 

HZZ*2jets + 2l

find 2 leptons
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HIGGS TO ZZ DECAY @1.4 TEV - PRESELECTION

HZZ*2jets + 2l, preselection ff(S)=62% 

43.5%

10.8% 5.0%
20.3%

11.0%

18.6%
15.4%

19.3%

Surviving background rejection rates

qqqqWWH,νHνee ee 

ee νqqνee 
eqqqqνγe 

eqqνγe 

qqeγe 

qqllee bbH,νHνee ee 

qqγγ
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HIGGS TO ZZ DECAY @ 1.4 TEV - MVA 

21

Input variables:
Masses (Z,Z*,H)

 Visible energy

 Jet PT

 b,c-tag probabilities for jets

 No. of jets (transition variables –

log(y23), -log(y34)

 additional variables for 2jets+2l final 

state: NPFO,H,(Evis-EH) and -log(y12) 

HZZ*4jets, MVA/overall ff(Signal ) 61.2%/18.4% 

HZZ*2jets + 2l, MVA/overall ff(Signal) 46%/28% 
Irreducible background rejection rates

4-jets |           2-jets+2l

qqqqWWH

,νHνee ee





eqqqqνγe 

ee νqqνee 

ee νHνee 
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other decays

26%

0.4%

21

1.8%%



HIGGS TO ZZ DECAY@1.4 TEV - RESULTS

 prod.BR for Higgs to ZZ decay at 1.4 TeV can be measured

with statistical uncertainty at ~6% in the semileptonic

channel and ~18% in the hadronic channel.

 Result is dominated by irreducible (signal-like) background

and by the limited signal efficiency for the hadronic channel.
22
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* qqW,WWHGeV)(HZ@350 

HWW*6jets, overall ff(S)=29% 

HWW*4jets + 2e, overall ff(S)=42%  
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HIGGS TO EW BOSONS COUPLINGS AT CLIC –

 Analysis strategy is the same as in previous 

analysis.

 Main problems comes from the large cross 

section backgrounds like                     and  

 Result is dominated by irreducible (signal-

like) backgrounds in the hadronic channel 

and by the limited signal statistics in the 

semileptonic decay channel. Combined 

precision 5.1%

qqqqee 

ttee 
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HIGGS TO EW BOSONS COUPLINGS AT CLIC –

24

)lq(qqqqqWWHTeV)@1.4ν(Hν 214321ee 
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 In the                analysis, the expected precision 

on BR (H → WW) is extracted from a fit to the 

likelihood distribution of the reconstructed Higgs  

mass. 

 Main problems in both final states comes from 

signal-like background (                   )

 Combined result improves precision to 1.0%.

ee νHνee 

WWH

18.1% Signal efficiency                        42.65%

7518 No. signal events                         12091

1.5% 1.3%

WW)HBR()νσ(Hν ee 

4321 qqqqWW  lνqqWW 21
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RARE HIGGS DECAYS AT CLIC

25
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In brief

 Sensitive observable: BR

 Achievable statistical precision: several percent

 Physics relevance: coupling strength probe the Higgs 

sector (i.e. multiple Higgs doublets), test SM predicted 

linearity 
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RARE HIGGS DECAYS AT CLIC

@1.4 TeV

@3 TeV

-μμHTeV)@1.4ν(Hν ee  γγHTeV)@1.4ν(Hν ee  ZγHTeV)@1.4ν(Hν ee 

-)3@(  HTeVH ee

 HTeVH ee )3@( ongoing analysis
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GENERAL STRATEGY OF THE ANALYSES

 Reduce large x-section background

 MVA approach to deal with more 

signal-like bkg. 

 Extract (xBR) uncertainty from the

Higgs mass fit 

 Extract (xBR) uncertainty from the 

number of bkg and signal events 

Preselection

MVA selection      

Relative statistical 

uncertainty of   BR
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 Z)4.1@( HTeVH ee

-μμHTeV)@1.4ν(Hν ee 

-μμH@3TeV)ν(Hν ee 

γγHTeV)@1.4ν(Hν ee 
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 L=1.5 ab-1 

 Signature: Emiss plus 2 muons 

 BR(Hμ+μ-)10-4

 ~ 78 events

 B/S106
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 Limited signal statistics, 

due to the small BR

 irreducible background 

Process σ(fb)

0.0522

1098

162

129

30

24.5

1.6

  μμH,νHνee

  μμννee

  μμeeee

  μμeγe

  μμννeγe μμ

 μμννγγ μμ

  μμννeeee μμ

Signal

  μμννee
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H→μ+μ-

Two reconstructed muons

pT > 5 GeV

Di-muon invariant mass window 

(105 GeV-145 GeV)

Forward electron tagging (absence 

of tagged electrons with E > 200 

GeV and θ>1.7°)

29

Hμ+μ-, preselection ff(S)=82% 

Surviving background rejection efficiencies
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Preselection reduces backgrounds 

with large cross-section.

1.2%11.4%

29.0%

42.4%

29
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Hμ+μ-, overall/MVA ff(Signal)

32%/24% 
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Input variables:
 Visible energy of the 

event excluding the energy 

of the di-muon system

 Transverse momentum of 

the di-muon system

 Scalar sum of the 

transverse momenta of the 

two selected muons

 Boost of the di-muon

system

 Polar angle of the di-

muon system

 Cosine of the helicity

angle

MVA selection reduces most of backgrounds, 

except  signal-like 
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SIGNAL AND BACKGROUND PDFS

 Fully simulated samples of signal and background are generated to 

extract PDFs.

 PDFs are used to describe pseudo-data (both signal and background).

Signal Background

31
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TOY MC EXPERIMENTS

 Pseudo-data are made of:  randomly sampled fully simulated signal 

events  and  background generated with PDFs

 Function f is built from signal and background PDFs to describe 

pseudo-data 

 Expected shape of data (signal + background) for each Toy MC is 

fitted with f to extract the number of signal Ns
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STATISTICAL UNCERTAINTY
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H+- RESULTS

signal efficiency (εs) 24%

38%

19%

 Relative statistical uncertainty is dominated by the limited signal 

statistics and the irreducible background.

 Systematic uncertainties (uncertainties of the integrated 

luminosity and muon identification efficiency, uncertainty on the 

transverse momentum resolution, uncertainty of the signal count 

caused by the fit) are negligible compared to the statistical 

uncertainty (<2%).

 Result is obtained with unpolarised beams. Employment of beam 

polarisation (-80%) can enhance the Higgs production cross-

section by a factor 1.8.
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RARE HIGGS DECAYS AT CLIC -

35

γγHTeV)@1.4ν(Hν ee 
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 Irreducible backgrounds

and 

 Limited statistics of the signal

γγννee  γγee 
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 BRH→γγ≈0.00228

 340 events in 1.5 ab-1



RARE HIGGS DECAYS AT CLIC-
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ZγHTeV)@1.4ν(Hν ee 
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 Limited signal 

statistics in the leptonic

channel

 Signal-like background 

in the hadronic channel
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OVERVIEW

OF HIGGS PRECISION STUDIES AT CLIC

37
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OVERVIEW OF HIGGS PRECISION
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OVERVIEW OF HIGGS PRECISION

39
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Expected precision for Higgs σxBR at  √s > 1TeV
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GLOBAL FITS AT CLIC

 From the measurements of σ (gHZZ) and σBR (other 

measurements) the couplings and the total width are 

determined by a global fit:

40
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Relative statistical uncertainty of the     

BR measurement 

 Model independent

 Precision limited by the gHZZ uncertainty 
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RESULTS OF THE MODEL INDEPENDENT FIT

Model independent fit is only possible at lepton colliders.

 All results are limited by σ(HZ) measurement.

 The Higgs width is extracted with 6.4% - 3.6 % precision. 

 Couplings are known at a percent level or better.
41
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RESULTS OF THE MODEL DEPENDENT FIT

 LHC-like constraints: no invisible 

decays, fixed total width

 Sub-percent precision, but strongly 

depending on fit assumptions

 Higgs width extraction with       

1.6-0.28% statistical uncertainty
42
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2 fit as in the model 

independent case 
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CLIC

ILC

HL-LHC

CLICFUTURE PROJECTS

L’Enteria, K. Fujii

Lomonosov Conference 2015



CONCLUSION

 CLIC has a well-established physics program that can provide an 
evolving and rich physics case over several decades.

 CLIC opens up the possibility of e+e- collisions with √s >> 1 TeV, 
giving improved precision of many observables including rare Higgs 
decays. 

 Several of the analysis of Higgs to EW and Higgs couplings to light 
particles have being presented here. 

 All the results are fitted globally, in a model-independent and model-
dependent way.

 gHZZ and gHWW couplings can be extracted at the sub-percent level.  
Uncertainty dominantly comes from irreducible backgrounds.

 In the rare Higgs decays, statistical uncertainties are coming  both from 
irreducible backgrounds and limited statistic of the signal. Achievable 
precisions are at the level of several percent.
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MORE INFO

 CLIC Higgs physics paper to be public soon!

https://arxiv.org/abs/1608.07538
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HVALA
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MERCI!



BACK UP
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ELECTRON TAGGING
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LEPTON IDENTIFICATION

 We have to identify e- and μ form the  qqll final state

Track energy > 6 GeV

Energy contained in a cone around the track: cos θ<0.995

Impact parameters: d0<0.2 mm, z0<0.2 mm, R0<0.2 mm

ECAL/HCAL depositions: 0.025< μ ECAL to HCAL fraction<0.3, 

e- ECAL to HCAL fraction>0.94

leptons Other 

PFOs

Steps to reconstruct a tau:

Look for tau ‘seed’ (a high energy, 

charged track)

Add all particles within search cone 

to seed

Check number of charged tracks, 

isolation, tau mass

Initial pT cut for all tracks > 4 GeV

pT cut for seed > 10 GeV

Impact parameter R0: 0.01 - 0.5

Search cone angle < 0.15 rad

Isolation energy < 3 GeV

Ring particles < 5

Invariant mass < 2. GeV/c2

37% efficiency in reconstruction of tau pair

87% efficiency in reconstruction of the lepton pair
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FUTURE PROJECTS CONT. - FCCEE
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